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Abstract

Moving Object Detection based on Background
Modeling

Yuanqing Luo

Aim at the moving objects detection, after studying several categories of background
modeling methods, we design an improved Vibe algorithm based on image
segmentation algorithm. Vibe algorithm builds background model via storing a sample
set for each pixel. In order to detect moving objects, it uses several techniques such
as fast initialization, random update and classification based on distance between pixel
value and its sample set. In our improved algorithm, firstly we use histograms of
multiple layers to extract moving objects in block-level in pre-process stage. Secondly
we segment the blocks of moving objects via image segmentation algorithm. Then the
algorithm constructs region-level information for the moving objects, designs the
classification principles for regions and the modification mechanism among
neighboring regions. In addition, to solve the problem that the original Vibe algorithm
can easily introduce the ghost region into the background model, the improved
algorithm designs and implements the fast ghost elimination algorithm. Compared
with the tradition pixel-level background modeling methods, the improved method
has better robustness and reliability against the factors like background disturbance,
noise and existence of moving objects in the initial stage. Specifically, our algorithm
improves the precision rate from 83.17% in the original Vibe algorithm to 95.35%, and
recall rate from 81.48% to 90.25%.

Considering the affection of shadow to moving objects detection, this paper designs a
shadow elimination algorithm based on Red Green and Illumination (RGI) color
feature, which can be converted from RGB color space, and dynamic match threshold.
The results of experiments demonstrate that the algorithm can effectively reduce the
influence of shadow on the moving objects detection.

At last this paper makes a conclusion for the work of this thesis and discusses the
future work.

Keywords: background modeling, Vibe algorithm, image segmentation, shadow
elimination.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

This chapter introduces the background and the significance of the research on 

“Moving Object detection based on background modeling”. And this chapter makes 

analysis and summary based on this filed in recent years. At last, it demonstrates the 

work of this paper in detail and the arrangement of each following chapter.  

1.1 Research Background and Significance 

1.1.1 Research Background 

As for all the categories of the information which human can receive, most of it 

comes from vision. The video means a description of one object’s appearance in a 

continuous period of time. As the science technology develops rapidly, the video 

application becomes increasingly important in everyone’s daily life. In recent years, 

because of the rising requirement of security in public zones, intelligent video 

surveillance, which is an effective method, has a significant influence on the 

information society.  

Over the past several years, numerous intelligent video surveillance systems have 

been emerging in the society. They play an important role on a various categories of 

industries and places now. In contrast to the traditional video surveillance technology, 

intelligent video surveillance method has several advantages: 

a) 24-hour reliable surveillance; 

The intelligent video surveillance adopts artificial intelligence algorithms instead 

of the manual work to analyze the videos, which reduce the effect of human 

factor on the surveillance result. 

b) Precise detection;  

Through defining the surveillance requirement in the process of detection, we can 

get a precise result of objects we want to detect. 

c) Facilitate to search for specific data;  
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To search for information of specific data or object fast and accurately, intelligent 

surveillance technology can build data index by extracting the feature from the 

surveillance video. Consequently, it increases the efficiency of search. 

d) Predict the potential movement of targets. 

Intelligent surveillance technology can adopt artificial intelligence algorithm to 

calculate the moving direction and speed of objects in the video, which offers a 

predication of the targets’ potential movement.  

The video is filled with a large amount of information while people always only 

pay attention to the moving objects. So the fundamental technology of intelligent 

video monitoring is automatic detection of the moving foreground objects. Detection 

of targets is to subtract the moving objects from background in the image sequence 

captured by camera. However, due to the background in the natural condition is not 

stationary, which means there are several factors such as weather, illumination, slow 

moving (distant pedestrians), static moving (leaves swing)affecting the background, it 

is difficult to detect the moving objects in dynamic background. 

1.1.2 Research Significance 

  According to the latest statistics from BSIA 
[1]

, there are about 4 million to 

5.9 million CCTV cameras deployed in the UK. Almost every 11 person own one 

camera. Addition, about 750 thousand cameras are used in the public areas, such as 

schools, hospitals, banks etc. However, in Shanghai, there are only 200 thousand 

CCTV cameras. The proportion of cameras services for peoples is 1 in 115. As far as 

we can see, the development in this industry in China has a large distance with the 

Western developed countries. As a consequence, the proposal of this thesis has its 

significance. On the other hand, because of the high develop rate of intelligent video 

surveillance technology in China, the proposal of this thesis obviously has its 

significance in both research and application.  

1.2 Current Research Situation 

As mentioned before the moving objects detection is the foundation operation of 

intelligent surveillance technology. So far, the methods of moving objects 
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technology can be divided into three categories, which are optical flow, frame 

different and background subtraction.  

1.2.1 Optical Flow 

In the concept of optical flow
[2][3] 

, the optical flow field is a kind of estimation 

for a velocity field associated with image changes. In general, this kind of change 

appears due to the movement of objects in the surveillance scene. Practically, the 

movement information of objects is calculated by the gradient changes of brightness 

for each pixels with coordinates (x,y). This kind of method always has several 

assumptions which are as follows: 

a) Assume the apparent brightness of moving objects remains constant between 

frames. 

b) Assume the image brightness is continuous and differentiable. 

The advantage of optical flow method is that under ideal conditions, the speed 

and direction of moving objects can be calculated without the information of the 

scene. However, the disadvantages are as follows: 

a) The result is not good enough when brightness change occurs in the 

monitoring scene. 

b) The method adopts iterative computing and computing complexity is very 

high. Consequently it can hardly be applied in real-time video processing. 

1.2.2 Frame Difference 

Frame difference
 [4][5]

 is judging whether moving object exists in the surveillance 

scene by calculating the difference between two frames with a pre-defined interval. In 

this method, it assumes that if some moving objects appear, the color information in 

the region of the objects will become obviously different from the original scene. The 

advantages of this method are that its computing complexity is very low and the 

implementation of the algorithm is simple. Whereas the method also has its 

drawbacks, which are that it would often extract the edge of the moving objects 

instead of the whole objects, and the result of detection is determined by the frame 

interval and the moving speed. If the moving speed is high, then the interval should 

decrease or there would be two moving objects in the difference result. On the other 
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hand, if the moving speed is very low, the interval should increase, otherwise the 

method cannot capture the moving object because the positions of the object in two 

frames are nearly the same.  

1.2.3 Background Subtraction 

Background subtraction means that firstly constructing a background image or a 

background model with information of the historic frames then generating the 

background subtraction for the current frame by some calculation rules. Finally the 

method defines whether moving objects exist in the current frame based on the result 

in the previous step and some judgment rules. Background subtraction method can 

extract the whole contour of the moving object and has a good performance under a 

relatively stable scene. So far, the background subtraction method can be divided into 

two categories: background reconstruction and background modeling. 

Background reconstruction method selects the value of one pixel in a certain 

frame to represent each pixel. Some typical methods in this field are: Gloyer B. 

Aghajan HK, Siu KY Kailath T
[6]

 adopts median value of each pixel in the past 

frames to construct the background image. Its computing complexity is low and 

performance would be good if the appearance probability of the median value is 

above 50 percent. Kornprobst P, Deriche R, Aubert G
[7]

 propose a method based on 

partial differential equations (PDE). However, its algorithm is complex and the 

parameters in the equations are hard to set. 

The typical methods of background modeling are introduced in chapter two. So 

we will not discuss them here. 

1.3 Research Content 

The thesis work is motivated by the fact that there is correlation between each 

pixel and its neighbors in many aspects such as color, illumination and so on. 

However, most methods for background modeling regard pixels as isolated. As a 

consequence, this thesis wants to adopt image segmentation algorithm to make one 

pixel connected with other pixels having similar property and location. Because the 

algorithms of image segmentation are always not suitable for processing video due to 

the factor of time, it needs more research to solve the problem. 
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The aim of our work is design and implement a method to build model for 

background which can overcome the drawbacks of previous methods by taking the 

information of region into consideration, then apply it to detecting the moving objects. 

To begin with, we have studied the algorithm of Vibe in detail because it is the most 

popular background modeling now and has good efficiency and performance over 

others. Then we have learned the image segmentation algorithm which allows me to 

extract the information of moving region. We also do research in optimization 

approaches to adapt the image segmentation algorithm into video processing. After 

complete my own background modeling, we have implemented shadow elimination 

algorithms to solve the problem of false recognitions brought by shadow. 

1.4 Arrangement of Chapters 

The thesis is arranged as follows: 

Chapter 1: Introduction. It introduces the background, significance, current 

situation and content of the thesis. 

Chapter 2: Background modeling methods. It introduces the mechanism of 

typical background modeling methods, including Gaussian Mixture Model, Codebook 

and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) Model. 

Chapter 3: The improved background modeling based on Vibe. It demonstrates 

the Vibe algorithm and illustrates how to improve it by image segmentation. To make 

the image segmentation satisfy the requirement of real-time processing, the improved 

method uses histogram in multiple layers to pre-process the image. In addition, to 

solve the ghost region problem of Vibe, we adopt historical foreground pixel values to 

eliminate ghost region fast. 

Chapter 4: Shadow Elimination. It illustrates how to eliminate shadow in the 

foreground objects detected from the chapter 3. We proposes one method based on 

Red Green and Illumination (RGI) color feature and dynamic match threshold. 

Chapter 5: Conclusion. It makes a summary for the whole thesis. 
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Chapter 2. Background Modeling 

This chapter introduces the work flow and main challenges of the background 

modeling and the basic mechanism of typical background modeling methods such as 

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Codebook and LBP pattern. At last it makes a 

conclusion of the drawbacks in the existed methods.  

2.1 Work Flow and Challenges 

2.1.1 Work Flow 

Fig.2.1 The standard work flow of background modeling 

As shown in the fig.2.1, at first, the background modeling method compares the 

input frame with a background model which is constructed by the previous frames. 

Then it generates a binary mask image which represents the position of the moving 

objects. After that, it can perform some post-process operations like erode, dilate, 

shadow elimination etc. In addition, it will update the background model with the 

mask image. 

2.1.2 Main Challenges 

Input frame 

Background 

model 

Detected object Post-process 
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In the real-world, the surveillance scene cannot be absolutely static. So it is not 

easy to build a robust background model to detect the moving objects. In the paper
[8]

, 

S. Brutzer
 
proposed that the main challenges of background modeling are as follows: 

a) Gradual illumination changes. For example the sunshine in the outdoor 

environment. 

b) Sudden illumination changes. For example the switch of the light. 

c) Dynamic background. Like waving trees. 

d) Camouflage. Sometimes there is little difference between the background and 

moving objects. 

e) Bootstrapping. The surveillance scene cannot guarantee that the initialization 

frames are free from moving objects. It will bring the problem of ghost 

region. 

f) Video noise. The video signal is generally superimposed by noise, which can 

affect the result of detection. 

In order to solve the problems above, researchers have designed many 

background modeling methods. In general, they can be classified as two categories: 

pixel-level and region-level. 

2.2 Typical Background Model 

2.2.1 Pixel-Level Method 

2.2.1.1 Gaussian Mixture Model 

In 1997, C Wren et al
[9] 

proposed the method to build background model for each 

pixel with Gaussian distribution. More specifically, the method assign a single 

Gaussian model for the color value of each pixel I(x, y), which can be denoted as: 

                ∑      .         is the expectation value of the Gaussian 

distribution and ∑      is the covariance matrix. They are all calculated from the 

previous frames. When a new frame comes, the probability of pixels belonging to the 

background will be generated based on the Gaussian model, which makes the 

classification of background and foreground. 

After that, Koller et al
[10]

 improved the single Gaussian Model by applying 

Kalman filter to update the Gaussian model. And Haritaoglu et al
[11]

 proposed a robust 
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detection algorithm based on single Gaussian model. Although these algorithms can 

detect the moving objects in some scene, they cannot satisfy the detection demand in 

the complex background. The reason is that many factors, like repetitive movement 

and shadow, affect the surveillance scene and there is more than one Gaussian 

distribution can be treated as background. As a consequence, the single Gaussian 

model can hardly represent the probability of background color value. 

To solve this problem, Stauffer and Grimson
[12]

 proposed a method that construct 

background model for every pixel’s value with multiple Gaussian distribution, which 

is called Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The method uses K (3-5) Gaussian 

distribution to represent the probability of background color and classify the pixels by 

the expectation    and covariance   
  of each distribution. Every distribution has a 

weight    and the sum of all distributions for one pixel equals to 1, which can be 

denoted as:  ∑   
 
     . The detail algorithm will not discuss here. 

The GMM can detect moving objects in the dynamic scene and many researchers 

make improvement based on GMM. For instance, P. Kaewtrakulpong
[13]

 

adopted ”Online Expectation Maximization” to initialize the parameters in GMM and 

Z. Zivkovic
[14]

 dynamically changes the number of Gaussian Mixture Model instead 

of a static value to improve the efficiency of moving objects detection. 

2.2.1.2 Codebook Model 

Another popular pixel-level background modeling method is Codebook Model, 

which is proposed by Kim et al
[15]

. The basic mechanism of Codebook Model is to 

build a sequence model by time for each pixel. As for one pixel, there is a Codebook, 

which contains a series of Codeword. The more Codeword generated, the more 

complex background can be represented. The format of Codeword can be denoted as: 

   {                              }                                

The       and     mean the upper and lower learning bound when the 

Codeword updates. The     and     mean the highest and lowest pixel value the 

Codeword can represent.       means the last update time of the Codeword. And 

      is how long the Codeword not be retrieved. The pixel value in the new frame is 

   and the increasement of Codeword is Bound. The Codebook Model can be 

constructed as follows: 

1) Retrieve every Codeword, if one Codeword satisfies         and       

  , then goto 3); 
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2) If no Codeword satisfies, then create a new Codeword in the Codebook, whose 

    and     equal to   , and               ,              . 

Then goto 5); 

3) Update the       of the matching Codeword. If     is less than   , convert 

    to   . If     is greater than   , convert     to   . 

4) Update the learning bound of the Codeword. If       is less than     

      , increase       by 1. If      is greater than         , decrease 

     by 1. 

5) Update the       of every Codeword and remove the Codeword which is not 

retrieved for a long time. 

After constructing the model, the method classify the pixels into background 

by match its value with every Codeword in the corresponding Codebook. 

2.2.1.3 Other Pixel-Level Methods 

Except the background model based on the value of pixels, many other methods 

dealing with the uncertainty of spatial location emerge. For instance, Elgammal et 

al
[16]

 proposed the background model based on Kernel Density Estimation(KDE). It is 

a data-driven method and can have a good performance when the camera shakes. Han 

et al
[17][18] 

proposed a method adopting Sequential Kernel Density Approximation 

(SKDA). It is similar to KDE but has a lower demand of computation and memory. 

Ying Ming, Jingjue Jiang et al
[19]

 proposed a method based on Cauchy Statistical 

Model. It uses the information of Cauchy distribution of each pixel and the 

neighboring space, which makes the model adaptive to the illumination change and 

dynamic background. Pless et al
[20] 

adopt the gray value, gradient value and time 

information to build model. Mittal et al
[21]

 proposed adaptive KDE using color and 

optical flow. Additional, Rittsche
[22]

 and Stenger
[23]

 constructed background model 

based on Hidden Markov Model(HMM). 

2.2.2 Region-Level Methods 

On the other hand, researchers also try to use regional information to build 

background model. One typical kind of methods adopts the texture pattern because 

the texture pattern will not transform too much while the illumination changes. So the 

http://dict.cn/Spatial%20Uncertainty
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methods are not sensitive to illumination changes. One of the most influential 

methods in this field is based on Local Binary Pattern (LBP) proposed by M.Heikkila 

et al
[24]

. 

2.2.2.1 Background Model Based on LBP 

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is an effective texture descriptor in gray-level images. 

It generates the texture of one region through calculating the threshold difference 

value between the center pixel and the pixels in its neighboring region. The basic LBP 

descriptor works in 8-neighboring region. In the method proposed by M.Heikkila, it is 

extended into a region of a circle. The process of calculation is shown in Fig.2.2 

Fig.2.2 calculate LBP 

The calculation formula of LBP is shown as follows: 

              ∑         
 

   

   

      {
     
     

                           

In the formula above, R denoteds the radius of circle, P means the number of the 

pixels to compare on the circle.     is the gray value of the center pixel, and    is 

the gray value of the pixels on the circle. 

After calculating the LBP descriptor for all pixels, the method constructs one 

background model for every pixel, which contains K LBP histograms. The LBP 

histogram of one pixel is generated by counting all the LBP descriptors in the circle 

region centered by the pixel. Every LBP histogram has a weight value and the sum of 

all weights of histograms for one pixel equals to 1. So the model of each pixel can be 

descripted as K two-tuples: 

{  ⃑⃑         ⃑⃑           ⃑⃑          }                                             

 ⃑⃑   is the i-th histogram and    is its weight. 

 As for a new frame, we calculate the LBP histogram of each pixel, denoted as  ⃑ . 

Then the method uses intersect of histogram to get the match degree of the histogram 
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to the histograms in the model. The matching threshold is   . If all the match result is 

under   , then the method replace the LBP histogram with lowest weight with  ⃑  and 

assign a initial weight to it. If a matching histogram exists, then updates the best 

matching histogram as the following formulas: 

 ⃑⃑      ⃑         ⃑⃑                                                       

                                                                  

   is 1 if the k-th histogram is the best matching or 0 if not. After match and update, 

the model sorts the histograms by the weight in descend. And it chooses the first B 

histograms as background histograms which satisfy: 

                                                        

At last, the model classifies the pixels according to the background histograms. 

 There are some other methods based on texture information. For instance, Li and 

Leung
[25]

 proposed a method combine the texture information and color. S.Liao et 

al
[26]

 proposed a method adopting the Scale Invariant Local Ternary Pattern(SILTP) 

as texture descriptor. 

2.2.2.2 Other Region-Level Methods 

Except for the background model based on texture information, K.Toyama et 

al
[27] 

proposed WallFlower algorithm. The algorithm constructs the background model 

and detects moving objects in three stages: pixel-level, region-level and frame-level. 

From pixel-level to frame-level, each stage fix the detection result from the previous 

stage, which makes the method robust and reliable. Oliver et al
[28]  combined 

top-down with bottom-up information in a closed feedback loop, with a statistical 

Bayesian approach to detect human behavior. Scalarof et al
[30]

 proposed a foreground 

objects segmentation algorithm accounts for the non-stationary nature and clutter-like 

appearance of many dynamic textures. In the algorithm a robust Kalman filter 

algorithm iteratively estimates the intrinsic appearance of the dynamic texture which 

makes the segmentation more adaptive to dynamic background. 

2.3 Drawbacks in Existed Methods 

The typical background modeling methods mentioned above have their own 

drawbacks. For example, the Gaussian Mixture Model uses multiple Gaussian 

distribution to describe the dynamic background, but it has a poor performance when 
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faced with big slow-moving objects. If the learning rate is too high, the object can be 

absorbed into background fast. If the learning rate is too low, some moving 

background elements will be treated as foreground. In addition, GMM is sensitive to 

illumination changes. The limitation of Codebook is if the amount of Codeword is 

large, it will be a burden on memory. However, if the amount of Codeword is not big 

enough, the Codebook cannot describe the complex background. The LBP method is 

tolerable against illumination, but the moving shadow cannot be handled very well. In 

addition, the complexity of computation in LBP is a burden to real-time video 

processing. 
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Chapter 3. The Improved Method Based on Vibe 

This chapter will illustrate the improved background model which is designed 

and implemented in this thesis. Firstly it will introduce the Vibe algorithm and the 

reason to improve based on it. Secondly, in order to reduce the amount of 

computation in image segmentation stage, the proposed method will pre-process the 

frame with a multiple layer gray-level histograms to generate a foreground mask in a 

block scale. Thirdly, this chapter introduces the image segmentation method used in 

our algorithm and how to construct information of region based on the segmentation 

to improve Vibe. In addition, to solve the problem of ghost region in Vibe, we 

propose a method based on historical foreground pixel values. At last, this chapter 

shows the experiment result and the analysis. 

3.1 Vibe Algorithm 

3.1.1 Mechanism of Vibe 

3.1.1.1 Vibe Background Classification 

 Vibe algorithm is proposed by Olivier Barnich et al
[31][32][33]

 in 2009 to detect the 

foreground moving objects in dynamic scene. Vibe initializes the background model 

fast only based on the first frame. In Vibe algorithm, background model store a set of 

samples for every pixel. When a new frame comes, it compares the pixel’s value with 

its samples. If the minimal distance of the pixel’s value and its samples is low enough, 

then it will be classified as background, otherwise it will be regarded as foreground 

moving objects. 

 More precisely, the value of pixel x is denoted as      , and the sample set of 

pixel x is      {         }.           is a sphere area centered at       

with radius as R. R is the threshold of pixel value distance. Then the pixel value v(x) 

is classified as background if the cardinality of the set intersection of   (     ) and 

the collection of model samples     , denoted as follows:  

 {  (     )  {         }}                                           
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is not less than a given threshold ♯min. In the algorithm, the R is set as 20 and ♯min is 

2. The size of the sample set is 20. Fig 3.1 demonstrates the Vibe classification. 

 

Fig.3.1 Vibe Classification  

3.1.1.2 Vibe Fast Initialization 

 To initialize the background model rapidly, Vibe algorithm only uses the first 

frame to construct sample set. With the assumption that the neighboring pixels share a 

similar temporal distribution, Vibe algorithm populates the pixel models with value 

found in the spatial neighborhood of each pixel. More specifically, in the initialization, 

Vibe fills the sample set of each pixel with values randomly picked in its 8-connected 

neighborhood. When the time t=0, the sample set can be denoted as: 

      {   ( |       )}                                                

      is the 8-connected neighborhood of  .  

3.1.1.3 Vibe Update 

The model should be updated over time to get accurate result and deal with new 

objects in the scene. Vibe algorithm adopts a conservative update scheme which will 

exclude the foreground information in the background model. When a pixel value is 

classified as background, it will have a probability of     to update the model. And 

the sample to be replaced is chosen randomly. In theory, the mechanism guarantees a 

monotonic decay for the samples to remain in the model. In addition, if the pixel 

value has been decided to update the sample set of the pixel, it will also be used to 

update the set of samples of one of the pixels in the 8-connected neighborhood of the 
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pixel, chosen at random. This neighborhood population mechanism offers some 

degree of spatial consistency to the whole background model. 

3.1.2 Why Vibe? 

The advantages of Vibe algorithm are: The computation complexity of Vibe is 

very low, and the algorithm implementation is simple. The initialization of model is 

fast. However, some drawbacks still exist in Vibe: Even though it adopts a 

neighboring population mechanism, it still treats pixels as isolated and do not take the 

correlation between pixels and their neighborhood into consideration, like GMM and 

Codebook. Additionally, the fast initialization can introduce the ghost region to the 

detection result easily if there are moving objects in the first frame. In summary, Vibe 

is a popular background model now and still has space to improve. So this thesis 

chooses this algorithm. 

3.2 Pre-Process based on Multi-Layer Histograms 

The common region-level background model often divides every frame roughly 

into several regions with same size. This kind of method just considers the spatial 

correlation rather than the color correlation. For example, the pixels belong to the 

same objects often have similar color property, even if some distances of them are not 

close enough, but we can still regard them as one region in our model. So from this 

point of view, the improved method in the thesis adopts an image segmentation based 

on graph, which will introduce in the next section, to segment each frame. And then it 

divides the pixels with similar color and close distance into one region to construct 

regional information and improve Vibe. However, image segmentation is always time 

consuming, which is a big challenge to video process. In order to reduce the amount 

of segmentation, this thesis utilizes a multiple layer histogram to pre-process each 

frame and generate a foreground mask in block scale, which describes the suspected 

foreground blocks to segment. 

3.2.1 Extract the Background Image 
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To begin with, our algorithm proposes a background image extraction method 

for Vibe. The mechanism is that before the detection, for the sample set of each pixel, 

the method calculates the distance from every sample to the others. In the thesis, we 

use the Euclidean distance in RGB color space, which can be denoted as: 
   

           √(     )
 
 (     )

 
 (     )

 
                       

The reason to choose Euclidean distance is the calculation is easy and it works well in 

Vibe algorithm. Then we calculate the sum of the distances of one sample: 

           ∑            

   

   

                                        

Finally we choose the sample with minimal distance sum as the background pixel 

value at the current time. In the experiment, we found that due to the neighboring 

population mechanism of Vibe, the chosen background values often come from the 

8-connected neighborhood rather than the original pixel. As a result, compared with 

the real background, the extracted background images are always blurred. 

 To solve this problem, we make the following modification to Vibe: We define 

the first    samples in the sample set is sampled from the original pixel, and the last 

     samples come from the 8-connected neighborhood. When a background 

value of one pixel updates its own sample set, it just replaces one of its first    

samples. And if it wants to update the 8-connected neighborhood’s sample set, it must 

replace one of the last      samples in its neighbors’ sample set. After these 

modification, we apply the formula (3.3) and (3.4) to the first    samples to get the 

clear background image. 

 In addition, if we perform the calculation once the sample set update occurs, the 

time complexity is     
  . To reduce the complexity, we store the sum of distances 

of each first    sample at the time     . If updates take place at time     , the 

calculation can be described as: 

                                           (      
)                  

                ∑           

    

   

                                          

http://dict.cn/Euclidean%20distance
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In the formula, V is the current pixel value and    is the index of sample to replace. 

Through the modification, the time complexity is      . 

3.2.2 The Mechanism of Pre-Process 

3.2.2.1 Construction of Multiple Layer Histogram 

 The idea of construction of multiple layer histogram is inspired by the method 

proposed by P.Varcheie et al
[35]

. At first, we define the minimal scale as    . 

Secondly, we divide each frame into non-overlapping blocks by the scale and 

calculate the color histogram for every block. For the sake of less process time, we 

calculate the histogram only for the gray-level value rather than for all the three 

channels in RGB color space. To convert the RGB image to gray-level image, we 

adopt the following formula: 

                                                              

Every histogram has 64 bins. After calculating the histogram for the minimal scale, 

we generate a block with size of       by merging the neighboring     blocks 

together. And the blocks in bigger scale are also non-overlapping. Then we calculate 

the histograms for every block too. When this is done, we merge and calculate the 

histograms again and again until the size of block reached the maximal scale, which is 

     . If the resolution of video can not be divided exactly by the maximal scale, 

we will decrease the maximal scale until the scale fits the resolution. Finally, we get a 

multiple layer histograms. 

 The reason to set the minimal scale as     is: The common ratio of videos 

now is    , so the minimal scale should be the multiples of it. However, if the 

minimal scale is too small and there are few samples in the histogram, the noise and 

other factors will have a great influence on the histogram. Consequently, errors are 

more likely to happen in the histogram match operation.  

3.2.2.2 Pre-Process Work Flow 

In the pre-process, we firstly construct the multiple layer histograms on the 

background image and the current frame. Then we perform the histogram match from 

the maximal scale to the minimal scale. More precisely, in Fig 3.2, the red car is the 

moving object in the frame and the resolution of the video is        . So the 

image can be divided into     blocks in maximal scale. In the pre-process, we scan 
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and match the histograms between background image and the current frame from the 

upper-left corner to the lower-right corner. We will discuss the histogram match 

algorithm in the next section. If match success in one block (The black block in the 

figure), we move to the next block. Once we find match failure occurs in one block 

(The green block in the figure), we divide the block into     blocks in smaller 

scale and continue histogram match until match success or reach the minimal scale. If 

the operation reaches the minimal scale, then we mark the block as suspected 

foreground block. 

In addition, if a big scale block contains a part of moving objects, due to the little 

amount of foreground pixels in this block, the result of histogram match might be 

success. To solve this problem, when match failure happens, we not only divide the 

non-match block but also match the histogram of the neighboring blocks in smaller 

scale (The red block in fig 3.2). 

Fig.3.2 Illustration of Pre-Process 

3.2.2.3 Histogram Match Algorithm 

In order to get a precise result of histogram match, our algorithm combines two 

kinds of histogram match measurement. To begin with, the algorithm uses Minimum 

Not Match 

Neighboring 

Area 

Not Match 

Area 

Match 

Area 
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Difference of Pair Assignments (MDPA)
[41]

 to calculate the similarity of two 

histograms, denoted as: 

  

     (               )  
∑ |∑ (       [ ]         [ ])

 
   |   

   

∑        [ ]
   
   

                        

      is the position of blocks to compare, and   is the number of bins in the 

histogram. Except the MDPA measurement, we also use histogram intersection to 

calculate the similarity of two histograms, which can be denoted as: 

      (               )  
∑    (       [ ]        [ ])

   
   

∑        [ ]
   
   

                        

With these two measurements, two histograms match success if they satisfy the 

following formula: 

     (               )                 (               )              

 Additionally, considering the different amount of pixels in different scale, there 

are always more foreground pixels in smaller scale blocks. Consequently, when we 

divide one block into smaller ones and match histograms, the threshold of the two 

measurement of histogram match will both increase by a pre-defined parameter, for 

instance          . 

3.2.2.4 Acceleration by Integral Histogram 

 In the pre-process described above, if we calculate the gray-level histogram in all 

blocks of all scale, there must be a big amount of duplicate computation and time 

consumed. To accelerate the speed of multiple layer histogram construction, our 

algorithm adopts integral histogram
 [42]

 to calculate the histogram of all blocks. 

 According to the definition, the histogram in pixel       is       . Then the 

integral histogram at this pixel can be denoted as: 

          ∑                                                    

         

 

In the multiple layer histograms, the basic unit of histogram match is     block 

rather than a pixel, so we can extends the integral histogram definition to the block 

level. Firstly we divide the image into     blocks and calculate the histogram 

       for block at      . Then we can calculate the integral histogram iteratively as 

the following formula: 
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 After the construction of integral histogram, we can generate the gray-level 

histogram of one block in time complexity of     , no matter what the scale and the 

position of the block is. As shown in fig 3.3, the integral histogram at pixel         of 

block A is            . The integral histogram at pixel         of block A+B is 

           . The integral histogram at pixel         of block A+C is            . 

And the integral histogram at pixel         of block A+B+C+D is            . So 

we can calculate the histogram of block D by the following formula: 

                                                                   

  

Fig.3.3 Integral Histogram 

3.2.2.5 The Summary of Pre-Process 

Pseudo-code of pre-process based on multiple layer histograms is given hereafter: 

  

A B 

C D 

1 2 

3 4 
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Table.3.1 Pseudo-code of pre-process 

Input: the start coordinate of process block(s_height,s_width),the end coordinate 

of process block（e_heitht,e_width）, the threshold of histogram match(T1,T2) 

Output:none 

Function CheckBlock(s_height,s_width,e_height,e_width,T1,T2): 

sub_heigth = (e_height-s_height)/2 

sub_width = (e_width-s_width)/2 

checked[s_height][s_width][e_height-s_height][e_width-s_width]=true 

for (i=0;i<K-1;i+=1) 

    hist1[i]=hist_int1[e_height][e_width]+hist_int1[s_height][s_width]- 

hist_int1[s_height][e_width]-hist_int1[e_height][s_width] 

hist2[i]=hist_int2[e_height][e_width]+hist_int2[s_height][s_width]- 

hist_int2[s_height][e_width]-hist_int2[e_height][s_width] 

    end 

dist1 = compareHist_MDPA(hist1,hist2) 

dist2 = compareHist_Intersect(hist1,hist2) 

if(dist1 < T1 and (1 - dist2) < T2) then 

    if(e_height – s_height == 1) then 

        foreground[s_height][s_width] = true 

        mark_Block(s_height,s_width) 

else 

      for( i=s_height-sub_height;i<e_height+sub_height;i+=sub_height) 

         for( j=s_width-sub_width;j<e_width+sub_width;j+=sub_width) 

            if(i,j in valid range and 

checked[i][j][sub_height][sub_width]==false) 

               CheckBlock(i,j,i+sub_height,j+sub_width, 

T1+   ,T2+   ) 

        end 

     else 

        return 

     end 

end 
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3.2.3 Experiment Result of Pre-Process 

   The experiment environment of our work is OpenCV 2.3
[43]

 and Visual Studio 

2010 IDE. At first, we want to set the parameters     and     as recommended in 

the paper
[35]

. However, the recommended parameter values do not work well in our 

experiments. The values in the paper
[35]

 makes our algorithm sensitive to dynamic 

background. In order to get an excellent result in every situation, we have repeated the 

experiments for many times and evaluate the result of    ranging from 1.0 to 2.0 and 

    from 0.15 to 0.50. Then we test the value of    and     in the range of [0.10, 

0.35] and [0.03, 0.10] respectively. Finally, the parameters of the pre-process are 

fixed as follows:       ,        ,        ,         . 

 The test video sequences of our experiments come from dataset PET2000 and Li. 

The resolution of PETS2000 is         and the resolution of Li is        。 

 Figure 3.4-3.7 demonstrate the experiment results of the pre-process performed 

on the test video sequences from PETS2000. 

Fig.3.4 PETS2000 (a)the 133
rd

 frame(b)gray-level background image(c)result of pre-process 

Fig.3.5 PETS2000 (a)the 629
th

 frame(b)gray-level background image(c)result of pre-process 

 

(b) (c) (a) 

(b) (c) (a) 
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 Fig.3.6 PETS2000 (a)the 873
rd

 frame(b)gray-level background image(c)result of pre-process 

Fig.3.7 PETS2000 (a)the 1335
rd

 frame(b)gray-level background image(c)result of pre-process 

From the result from figure 3.4-figure 3.7, we can see that the pre-process method 

illustrated in the thesis can detect the suspected foreground blocks precisely which is 

shown in the result mask. So this pre-process method can lay a good foundation for 

the image segmentation and the improved Vibe algorithm. In addition, the 

background images in figure 3.5-3.7 demonstrate that the background image 

extraction proposed in this section can accurately describe the background changes in 

the surveillance scene. The gray car can be absorbed gradually into the background 

image when it stays for a long time and the background image is clear enough. 

Figure 3.8-3.9 shows the experiment result of the pre-process on the video 

sequence “WaterSurface” from dataset Li. 

  

(b) (c) (a) 

(b) (c) (a) 
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Fig.3.8 WaterSurface (a)the 501
st
 frame(b)gray-level background image 

(c)result of pre-process 

Fig.3.9 WaterSurface (a)the 527
th

 frame(b)gray-level background image 

(c)result of pre-process 

 Figure 3.10-3.11 shows the experiment result of the pre-process on the video 

sequence “Campus” from dataset Li. 

Fig.3.10 Campus (a)the 208
th

 frame(b)gray-level background image(c)result of pre-process 

(b) (c) (a) 

(b) (c) (a) 

(b) (c) (a) 
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Fig.3.11 Campus (a)the 666
th

 frame(b)gray-level background image(c)result of pre-process 

The figure 3.8-3.11 shows another advantage of the pre-process operation which 

is that it is tolerable to the dynamic background. In the video “WaterSurface”, the 

water surface in the background is restless. And the trees in the video “Campus” 

always waves. The results prove that the pre-process can eliminate the influence 

brought by the dynamic background and enhance the result of moving object 

detection. 

3.3 Improved Vibe based on Image Segmentation 

After getting the suspected foreground block mask in     scale, we adopt the 

image segmentation based on graph to segment the suspected foreground blocks, 

construct the information of segmented regions and apply the information to improve 

the Vibe algorithm. 

3.3.1 Image Segmentation and Modification 

Felzenszwalb et al proposed the efficient image segmentation based on graph 

theory
[36]

 in 2004. The algorithm uses the notion of Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) 

to segment images, which is illustrated in detail in the next paragraph. The advantage 

of this algorithm is that it can run in time nearly linear in the number of image pixels 

 In the segmentation algorithm, the vertices are the pixels in the image to be 

segmented and the edges correspond to the pairs of neighboring vertices. And each 

edge has a non-negative weight which measures the dissimilarity between the two 

pixels connected by the edge. The process of segmentation adopts the theory of MST 

and the result of segmentation is the forest of MSTs as regions. To begin with, there 

(b) (c) (a) 
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are two definitions: internal difference of a region and the difference between two 

regions. 

The definition of internal difference of a region is： 

          
          

                                                      

The formula above means the internal difference of a region is the max weight of the 

edges inside the region. The difference between two regions can be defined as: 

              
            (     )  

 (     )                            

The formula above means that the difference between of two regions is the minimal 

weight of the edges connecting the two regions. Based on the two definitions, the 

segmentation method defines the pairwise comparison predicts of two regions as: 

         {
                               

                                                 
                     

Where the      is defined as: 

               (        
 

|  |
         

 

|  |
)                  

K is a pre-defined constant and | | denotes the number of vertices in the MST 

represented by region C. Finally, given all the definitions, the segmentation works 

as Kruscal algorithm with input of n vertices and m edges: 

a) Sort all edges by non-decreasing edge weight. 

b) Start with a segmentation     , where each vertex is its own region. 

c) Repeat step d) until all edges are retrieved. 

d) Construct segmentation      from        as follows. Retrieve the  -th 

edge in the sorted order. If the two vertices of the edges belong to two 

different regions and the two regions satisfy the pairwise comparison predicte, 

then merge the two regions otherwise do nothing. 

e) Return the segmentation result. 

In the algorithm, the strategy of segmentation on RGB color image is first 

splitting the three channels, then performing segmentation on each channel and finally 

merging the result by AND. In the thesis, we measure the dissimilarity of two 

neighboring pixel in RGB color by Euclidean distance in order to accelerate the 

segmentation. In addition, to reduce the amount of edges to sort and retrieve in the 

segmentation process, we define a threshold      for weight of edges. In 

http://dict.cn/Euclidean%20distance
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experiments, the threshold can improve the speed of segmentation to fit the real-time 

process.  

3.3.2 Improved Vibe Algorithm 

3.3.2.1 Construction of Regional Information 

 In the improved Vibe algorithm proposed in the thesis, as for the pixels which do 

not belong to the suspected foreground region, we just directly use the update 

mechanism of original Vibe algorithm to update the sample sets of the pixels. On the 

other hand, for the pixels in the suspected foreground region, we segment them by the 

segmentation algorithm mentioned in the previous to get a set of segmented regions 

and construct their regional information. More precisely, the method calculates the 

mean value of pixels in one region. 

  ̅̅ ̅   
 

| |
∑    

    

                                                                 

    is the value of the pixel in RGB channels, | | is the number of pixels in region 

A. 

 To apply the regional information to the pixels, we update the value of each pixel 

in region A as the weighted average of its own value and the mean value of the 

region: 

                    ̅̅ ̅                                                   

Finally we use the new pixel value to construct, classify and update the model. 

3.3.2.2 Classification of Region 

 After the calculation of the weighted average pixel value and initialization of the 

background model, we do the following operation on each new frame: 

a) As for one pixel   , we calculate the minimal distance      and the second 

minimal distance           to its sample set. 

b) We assume the distribution of pixel values in one region   follows the normal 

distribution   ̅    . So the probability for the appearance of the pixel value in 

the region it belongs to can be denoted as: 

      
 

√   
   ( 

(     ̅)

   
)                                           
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 ̅ is the mean value of the region,     is the value of pixel   . To simplify the 

calculation, we set the threshold of the edge weight      as the variance   of 

each region.  

c) We define the probability calculated in the previous step as the weight of pixel 

  . Then we can get the whole distance value of the region    , denoted as : 

      
∑    [                   ]    

∑        
                               

d) At last, we use the distance of the whole region to classify the foreground and 

background regions: 

      {
                       
                        

      

                                        

   and    are pre-defined constants,   is the radius of sphere zone defined in 

Vibe algorithm. If one region satisfies the first prediction, the whole region is 

classified as background, which means all the pixels in the region will be classified as 

background pixels. On the other hand, if one region satisfies the second prediction, all 

the pixels in the region will be classified as foreground. For the regions whose 

distance is in the range of [       ], their pixels will be classified by the rules of 

original Vibe algorithm, which provides a switch mechanism between pixel-level and 

region-level classification and makes the method in the thesis more robust. 

3.3.2.3 Modification in Neighboring Regions 

In order to get a better result with the background disturbance and holes in the 

foreground, the improved Vibe algorithm offers a modification mechanism for 

neighboring regions. As for a region   whose size is under a given threshold       , 

we count the total number of foreground and background pixels in its neighboring 

regions, denoted as          and          respectively. In regard to a foreground 

region   , if the following formula is satisfied: 

     (  )       (  )        (  )                                 

We think that the most surrounding regions of region    are background 

regions, so we modify the foreground region    to background. The same method 

can be applied to one background region   , if the following formula is satisfied: 

                                                               

We modify the background region    to foreground. 
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   and    are pre-defined constants. Attention that we do not perform the 

modification to the regions which lay in the edge suspected foreground blocks 

because the number of pixels of the regions and their neighboring regions there are 

too small, which will cause errors in the modification. 

3.3.2.4 Fast Elimination of Ghost Region 

Due to the instantaneous initialization of the vibe model, ghost region can be 

easily introduced if moving objects exist in the first frame, which will produce false 

results in the subtraction. The ghost region means the false foreground detection after 

the objects, which are regarded as background, moves in the scene. It can be 

illustrated in fig 3.12. 

Fig 3.12 Illustration of Ghost Region 

The past researchers have proposed several methods to eliminate ghost regions 

such as counting the times of being classified as foreground continuously. If the count 

reachs a threshold, then the pixel will be regard as background and update the model. 

The drawback of this kind of method is the value of threshold has a great influence on 

the result. If the value is low, the foreground pixel can be absorbed into background 

fast. However if the value is too high, ghost regions can hardly be eliminated. So the 

improved method in the thesis proposes a fast ghost region elimination algorithm 

based on historical foreground value. 

 To begin with, the algorithm defines a minimum value of frame count to update 

the foreground pixels, denoted as baseCount. For one pixel, we use three parameters 

to record the historical information, which are historical foreground count        , 

sum of historical foreground value       and sum of square historical foreground 

Moving 

object in 

1st frame 

   

Its movement causes 

the red ghost region 
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value            All the parameters are all initialized to 0. Then the algorithm 

works as follows: 

a) In the new frame, if the pixel is classified as background, all three parameters 

will decay by the same parameter  , which is a pre-defined constant: 

{

                  

              

                    

   

                                                

b) If the pixel is classified as foreground, we will firstly update all the three 

parameters as follows: 

{

                  

                

             
          

                                        

c) After that, we will calculate the standard deviation of the historical value of 

foreground pixels at the same location: 

          √
        

       
 (

     

       
)

 

                                   

If these parameters satisfy the following formula： 

        (                  )                                        

The current pixel value can replace a sample in the sample set of the pixel 

according to a probability. The probability of replacement is: 

   {  
[        (                  )]

 
}                       

The advantages of this method are: 

a) The minimal frame count           guarantees the foreground pixel value 

will not be introduced into the model too fast. 

b) The historical standard deviation          offers a reliable rule to judge the 

foreground pixels. If the          is low, the variation tendency of this 

pixel’s foreground value is stable and the probability for the foreground pixel 

belonging to a ghost region or static background is high. So we can update the 

foreground pixel value when the historical standard deviation is low enough. 

c) The decay parameter   makes the three parameters less sensitive to the pixel 

values which have passed for a long time. 
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3.4 Experiments and Analysis 

The software environment of the experiments in the thesis is OpenCV 2.3 and 

Visual Studio 2010. The hardware environment of the experiments is i5-2410M 

processors and 2G RAM. The video datasets we used to test the improved Vibe 

algorithm come from PETS dataset, statistical model dataset Li and ATON(Curtain, 

Water Surface, highwayII, PETS2001 and PETS2000). The resolution of first two 

video are 160 120 and that of the other three are 320 240. The parameters in the 

experiments are set as:        ,       ,       ,        ,        .  

At first, we want to set      as the value of the radius   in Vibe. However, if the 

     equals to 20, the computational cost of image segmentation could be a little 

high, so we reduce it to 15. The   values 0.75 makes the minimal distance between 

one pixel value and its sample set plays a dominant role. In the meantime, the second 

minimal distance also has its influence on the value of region-level distance. To make 

the switch mechanism between pixel-level and region-level classification meaningful, 

   should less than 1 and    should be larger than 1. So we choose 0.8 and 1.6 for 

these two parameters after several times of experiments. At last, in our experience, the 

use of      and      leads to excellent results in every test video. If the value 

is less than 3, a small region can be affected by its neighbors easily, which leads to 

false modification. If the value is higher than 3, the neighboring modification 

mechanism cannot work well. 

To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we use three kinds of measurement, 

which are Processing Rate(            ), Recall Rate and Precision Rate. True 

Positive (TP)/True Negative (TN) are defined as the number of 

foreground/background pixels that are correctly classified as foreground/background 

pixels. False Positive (FP)/False Negative (FN) are defined as the number of 

background/foreground pixels that are erroneously classified as 

foreground/background. So the Precision Rate can be denoted as: 

    
  

     
                                                             

And the Recall Rate is defined as: 

    
  

     
                                                             

The algorithms we choose to compare with here are Codebook, GMM and Vibe 

algorithm. 
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Table 3.2 Comparison of Process Time（second/frame） 

Vide Codebook GMM Vibe Our 

Algorithm 

Curtain 0.02791 0.03757 0.01601 0.01954 

WaterSurface 0.02693 0.03421 0.01289 0.01574 

HighwayII 0.06671 0.08762 0.03729 0.05281 

PETS2001 0.08312 0.10376 0.04676 0.05051 

PETS2000 0.06513 0.09371 0.03672 0.04766 

Average 0.05396 0.071374 0.029934 0.037252 

Table 3.2 illustrates the processing speed of Codebook, GMM, Vibe and our 

algorithm. The speed of our algorithm is between Vibe and GMM. It costs 10ms per 

frame more than the Vibe algorithm. The reason is that our algorithm need to 

pre-process the frame based on multiple layer histograms and segment the suspected 

foreground blocks. On the other hand, the process time of our algorithm is nearly half 

of the GMM. Additionally, it costs 15ms less than the Codebook in average. The 

average time cost for one frame is 37.2ms, which can meet the requirement of 

real-time. 
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Table 3.3 Comparison of Precision Rate(%) 

Video CodeBook GMM Vibe Our 

Algorithm 

Curtain 42.71 91.89 96.27 99.89 

WaterSurface 85.24 97.73 93.16 98.70 

HighWayII 60.14 95.60 55.86 91.64 

PETS2001 93.77 98.30. 98.83 97.26 

PETS2000 20.34 91.57 71.71 89.28 

Average 41.68 95.01 83.17. 95.35 

 

Table 3.4 Comparison of Recall Rate(%) 

Video CodeBook GMM Vibe Our 

Algorithm 

Curtain 91.71 29.01 70.87 83.48 

WaterSurface 91.29 72.21 74.09 90.25 

HighwayII 36.29 69.91 91.49 96.12 

PETS2001 97.80 41.31 84.62 91.21 

PETS2000 98.69 80.46 86.32 90.18 

Average 83.16 58.58 81.48 90.25 

 

Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 show the Precision Rate and Recall Rate of four different 

background subtraction techniques for the test videos. The Precision Rate of Code 

book is lowest and GMM cannot have a good Recall Rate for some videos. Vibe 
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algorithm has a lower Precision Rate to GMM whereas its Recall Rate is better than 

GMM. The Precision Rate and the Recall Rate of the our algorithm are better than 

those of the other three techniques. The two metrics of our algorithm in average are 

both above 90%. And especially for the test video sequence of HighwayII and 

PETS2000, our algorithm has a great improvement on Precise Rate compared with 

Vibe algorithm. 

Figure 3.13-3.17 are the GroundTruth images and the detection result images of 

all the four different algorithms. 

Fig.3.13 (a) Curtain 13857
th

 frame (b) GroundTruth Image 

(c) result of CodeBook (d) result of GMM  

(e) result of Vibe (f) result of Our Algorithm 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 
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Fig.3.14 (a) WaterSurface 548
th

 frame (b) GroundTruth Image 

(c) result of CodeBook (d) result of GMM  

(e) result of Vibe (f) result of Our Algorithm 

Fig.3.15 (a) HighwayII 211
st
 frame (b) GroundTruth Image 

(c) result of CodeBook (d) result of GMM  

(e) result of Vibe (f) result of Our Algorithm 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 
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Fig.3.16 (a) PETS2001 559
th

 frame (b) GroundTruth Image 

(c) result of CodeBook (d) result of GMM  

(e) result of Vibe (f) result of Our Algorithm 

Fig.3.17 (a) PETS2000 819
th

 frame (b) GroundTruth Image 

(c) result of CodeBook (d) result of GMM  

(e) result of Vibe (f) result of Our Algorithm 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 
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As for test video of Curtain, there are waving curtains as a disturbing factor in the 

background. From the result we can see that the Codebook Model can extract the 

moving object whereas it is easily influenced by the waving curtain. As a result its 

Recall Rate is good but its Precision Rate is too low. GMM is tolerable against the 

waving curtain. However, it cannot extract the whole contour of moving object 

because the object stays in the scene for a little long time, which leads to a bad Recall 

Rate. Vibe can deal with the background disturbance and detect the whole moving 

object but there are still some holes in the result. Our algorithm can eliminate the 

influence from the waving curtain. And it adopts classification of region and 

modification in neighboring regions to reduce the holes in the foreground mask. 

Consequently its Precision Rate improves greatly and its Recall Rate is just less than 

Codebook and much more than the other two. 

In figure 3.14, the first three algorithms are all affected by the dynamic water 

surface, which cause a lot of false recognition in the result. Codebook can extract the 

whole person but it is sensitive to the shadow at the feet. Vibe and GMM can hardly 

detect the feet whose color is closed to the grass. Our algorithm can eliminate the 

influence of water surface due to the pre-process based on multiple layer histograms. 

And it can detect the feet precisely because of the classification of region. 

Figure 3.15 shows the result of videos with moving objects in the first frame and 

shaking camera. Codebook is influenced greatly by these two factors, so it cannot 

detect the whole cars and get lots of false recognition. GMM can handle the shaking 

camera well whereas it is also affected by the moving objects in the initialization 

stage. As mentioned before, Vibe introduces ghost region easily due to the moving 

cars in the first frame. In contrast, our algorithm eliminates the ghost region fast so 

that it can extract the moving cars completely and get as less false recognition as 

possible. As a consequence, compared with the first three algorithms, our algorithm 

has a large improvement in both Precision Rate and Recall Rate. 

From figure 3.16, we can learn that due to the shadow and background 

disturbance, Codebook get lots of false recognition while extracting the moving 

objects completely. The reason for the poor performance of GMM is that the speed of 

the car is slow so that a part of the car is classified as background by GMM in the 

process of detection. So GMM has a low Recall Rate here. Vibe can detect the 

contour of the car but some holes still exist in the result. Our Algorithm can reduce 

the amount of holes effectively with the classification of region and modification in 
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neighboring regions. So its performance is better than all the three algorithms in 

general. 

In figure 3.17, the camera in the 819
th

 frame suddenly shakes acutely. As a 

consequence, Codebook gets much more false recognition than the other three, which 

leads to a Precision Rate of only 20%. GMM can detect the moving object precisely 

and get less influenced by the camera jitter. Vibe can detect contour of the car while it 

is also affected by the shaking camera, so its Precision Rate just reaches 70%. Due to 

the pre-process based on multiple layer histograms, our algorithm has a good 

performance under condition of the shaking camera. However, the pre-process also 

makes our algorithm ignore the small moving person on the upper-left corner of the 

scene, which leads the diminution of Precision Rate. This drawback needs more 

research in the future work. 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter illustrates the improved Vibe algorithm proposed in the thesis in 

detail and verifies the validity of the algorithm’s improvement by the surveillance 

video test experiment. Compared with the past pixel-level background modeling 

method, our algorithm has the following advantages. 

a) The algorithm adopts the pre-process based on multiple layer histograms to 

accelerate the image segmentation and eliminate the influence caused by the 

background disturbance such as waving trees. In addition, the integral histogram 

is used to get the histogram of any scale rapidly. 

b) The algorithm uses the image segmentation to improve the Vibe algorithm. 

Through the image segmentation and construction of regional information, our 

algorithm takes both color correlation and spatial correlation into consideration 

while detecting the moving objects, which gets a better result. 

In order to solve the problem of easy introduction for ghost region, our algorithm 

designs and implements the fast ghost region elimination algorithm. The result of 

experiment demonstrates that our algorithm has a better performance on handle ghost 

region. 

Finally, to summarize our algorithm clearly, the work flow of the improved Vibe 

algorithm can be illustrated as: 
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New Frame 

Extract Background 

Calculate Multiple 

Layer Histograms 

Pre-Process 

Suspected Foreground 

Yes 
No 

Segmentation 

Construct Regional Information, 

Classification and Modification 

Foreground Pixel 

Yes 
No 

Update Ghost 

Region Parameters 

Update Model 

End 

Fig.3.18 Work flow diagram of improved Vibe algorithm 
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Chapter 4. Shadow Elimination 

This chapter illustrates how to eliminate shadows based on the result of moving 

foreground objects detected in the previous algorithm. In this chapter we design and 

implement a shadow elimination algorithm based on color feature and validate its 

performance by experiments. 

4.1 Categories of Shadow 

 

Fig.4.1 Categories of Shadow 

As shown in figure 4.1, Shadow can be divided into two categorizes which are 

self-shadow and cast-shadow. Self-shadow means the area that belongs to the moving 

object and is not illuminated by the light source. On the other hand, the cast-shadow is 

the area projected on the scene by the occlusion of the object from the light source. As 

for the moving object detection, the self-shadow should be retained in the detection 

result while the cast-shadow should be removed from the result. 

4.2 Shadow Elimination Method 

Camera Light 

Background 

Moving 

Object 

Self-Shadow 

Cast-Shadow 
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 This section introduces the design and implement of the shadow elimination 

algorithm. For the vision ability of the human, the dissimilarity of the shadow and the 

background can be very small in the real surveillance scene, especially under the 

indoor environment. 

Fig.4.2 The shadow under indoor environment 

As shown in figure 4.2, the color the shadow of the person in the scene similar to 

the white cabinet. So from this point of view, we design the shadow elimination 

algorithm based on Red Green and Illumination (RGI) color space 

4.2.1 Theory of RGI Color Space 

 The foundation of the proposed shadow elimination algorithm is the normalized 

RGI color space         proposed by H.Wang et al
[37]

. The conversion rule from 

RGB color space to RGI color space can be denoted as: 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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  and   channels are a decimal value in the range of [   ] and   channel is a 

real number between 0 and 255. To normalize the range of three channel, we multiply 

the   and   channels with 255. In RGI color space,   and   channels stand for 

the proportion of their own channels in the sum of RGB color space while   channel 

represents the estimation of the illumination in the pixel. As for the pixels in the 

cast-shadow area, there is a certain amount of diminution in all three channels of RGB, 

which can be described in the   channel. However, the proportion of the three 

channels nearly remains the same. Consequently, RGI color space has its own 

advantage in recognition of the cast-shadow pixels. 

The theory of RGI color space can be described as:            is the converted 

RGI value of a foreground pixel, and            is the converted RGI value of one 

sample in the sample set of the pixel. Then the two value match if the two RGI values 

satisfy the following formula: 

{
 
 

 
 |     |    

  |     |    

  
  
  

  

                                                     

  ,   ,   and   are all pre-define constants. 

In our algorithm, we count the number of the matched sample for every 

foreground pixels. If the count exceeds a threshold   , then we classify the pixel as 

cast-shadow pixel and remove it from the moving object mask.  

4.2.2 Determination of Dynamic Threshold 

 The value of the threshold has a great influence on the shadow elimination. If the 

threshold is too small, it will cause the over elimination which classify the foreground 

pixels as shadow. On the other hand, if the threshold is too large, it cannot recognize 

some cast-shadow pixels.  
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This problem can be illustrated in figure 4.3 and figure 4.4.In figure 4.3, if the 

threshold    is set as 2, the upper part of the human body, whose color is close to the 

white cabinet, is classified as cast-shadow falsely. As a result, there is a big hole in 

the result after shadow elimination. In the figure 4.4, when the threshold    is set as 

12, the shadow around the feet cannot be eliminated completely and the result is also 

not good enough. 

Fig.4.3 threshold      (a) 484
th

 image (b) result of moving object detection 

(c) result of shadow elimination 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Fig.4.4 threshold      (a) 154
th

 image (b) result of moving object detection  

(c) result of shadow elimination 

We think that in one pixel’s sample set, if the dissimilarity among the samples is 

large, then the number of threshold to match should be small. The reason for this idea 

is a large dissimilarity usually means that there are multiple peaks in the samples, 

which can be called multimodal distribution. And the shadow value of this pixel can 

only match the sample values around one single peak. As a consequence, the number 

of the samples to match should decrease in average due to the several peaks. On the 

other hand, if the dissimilarity of the samples is small, which means the distribution of 

the samples is unimodal distribution, the value of the threshold to match should 

increase because there is only one peak. 

To simplify the calculation, we adopt the standard deviation to describe the 

dissimilarity among samples, denoted as:  

     √ 
∑         

   

 
 { 

∑      
   

 
}

 

      {     }                       

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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  is the amount of samples,    is the value in RGB channels. After calculate 

the deviation on each channel, we calculate the mean deviation: 

     
              

 
                                               

Finally, we use the following formula to get the threshold to match for this pixel: 

           (
 

         
)                                          

     and   are pre-defined constant. The two parameters determine the range of the 

dynamic threshold as [           ], which cannot exceed amount of samples. If 

the standard deviation of the samples is large, the threshold will be closed to      

and if the deviation of the samples reaches 0, then the value of               

will come to 1. Finally the threshold is        and works as the idea mentioned 

before.  

4.2.3 Shadow Elimination with Dynamic Threshold 

Fig.4.5 (a) Laboratory 484
th

 frame(b) result of moving object detection 

(c) result of shadow elimination 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Fig.4.6 (a) Laboratory 154
th

 frame(b) result of moving object detection 

(c) result of shadow elimination 

  

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Fig.4.7 (a) Intelligent Room 168th frame(b) result of moving object detection 

(c) result of shadow elimination 

The video sequences we used in the test experiments are “Laboratory” and 

“Intelligent Room” from ATON dataset. From the result we can see that the algorithm 

we designed to eliminate shadow based on dynamic threshold has a good 

performance. 

4.3 Summary 

In this chapter we design and implement a shadow elimination algorithm based 

on RGI color space and dynamic threshold of samples to match. Through the 

experiments we verify the reliability and validity of the algorithm proposed in the 

thesis.  

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

The conclusion of our work is that our improved Vibe algorithm has a great 

improvement on precision rate and recall rate against some traditional pixel-level 

background model methods such as GMM, CodeBook and Vibe, which can be 

demonstrated in the result of experiments. In addition, the shadow elimination 

algorithm based on dynamic threshold can efficiently eliminate the influence of 

shadow on the moving object detection. And the dynamic threshold determined by the 

dissimilarity among samples can help our algorithm avoid the situation of over and 

insufficient elimination. 

The things I learned from our work is that we should not treat pixels as isolated 

when building background model. We should find the correlation among the pixels in 

some aspects such as color, illumination, location and so on. With the correlation, we 

can group the pixels with similar properties together and build models for them to 

improve the result of moving object detection. Additionally, in some cases, building a 

mechanism to determine the parameters dynamically is better than static parameters. 

Even though our algorithm has made some improvement on the original 

pixel-level background modeling method, there still exists much space to improve: 

a) The process of our algorithm is a little complex and the pre-process and 

image segmentation stage needs optimization to reduce the consumed time. 

b) In the shadow elimination, we need more different metrics to measure the 

dissimilarity of samples and estimate the dynamic threshold more precisely. 

c) We need to try some different metrics other than Euclidean distance in RGB 

to measure the distance of two pixels as RGB is not perceptually uniform. 
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